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Terrorist activities occurring in venues ranging from large scale such as airports and stadiums to
smaller such as clubs and restaurants have been on the rise globally. These unfortunate and tragic
incidents have necessitated the employment of more strict security measures, complex procedures,
and commensurate staff training. For example, the Department of Homeland Security has assigned
$3.7B of their budget to screen operations to maintain aviation security and more effectively
allocate screening resources based on risk (U.S. Department of Homeland Security 2016). The
objective is to enhance safety and minimize the risks by utilizing state of the art technology and
methods. Increasing terror threats have impacted not only public venues such as airports but also
large professional organizations such as the National Football League and the National Basketball
Association. These organizations have put more attention to safety measures by working towards
certification or designation under the Support Anti-Terrorism by Fostering Effective Technologies
Act (SAFETY Act) in order to protect their arenas more comprehensively. Further complicating
the issue is that it is easy for venue owners to quantify the costs of improvements in security but
not the commensurate benefits.
Meanwhile, the increasing number of tragic incidents has arguably made consumers/patrons more
sensitive to the notion of security. At its extreme, such concerns may deter attendances for high
profile events and negatively impact overall attendance. Alas, as much as patrons like to be secure,
they do not equally appreciate the security processes they have to experience when checking into
venues. These venues sell more than a ticket; they sell unique, emotional experiences, and strict
security measures like bag checks, electronic screening, pat-downs and long lines might not only
detract from the experience, but also provide a “soft target” for an attacker. Furthermore, patron
perception of randomized selection and/or security processes can be mixed due to perceptions of
ethnic profiling or lack of staff training. Hence, there are concrete customer satisfaction and
ultimately revenue consequences for venue owners. Ultimately, the efficacy of any security
process depends on perception and compliance by the public it serves. Organizations spend
significant resources to managing their customer relationships (Malhotra, Uslay, and Bayraktar
2016), yet there is limited understanding of how patrons perceive any changes to safety
precautions.
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Despite the increasing importance and prevalence of security domestically and abroad, our review
of the literature shows that not a single one of the widely used scales to measure customer/patron
satisfaction directly accounts for perception of security or security measures employed by venues
and/or service providers. The few studies touching upon security do not directly address
satisfaction or only do so by use of a single item in a multi-item scale (e.g., Toohey et al. 2003;
Mattox et. al., 2000; Taylor and Toohey 2007; Tsuji et al. 2007; Taylor and Toohey 2006). With
the dramatic surge in terror incidents and corresponding strict safety procedures, this remains an
unanswered but increasingly critical gap regarding understanding of patron satisfaction. Thus, we
call upon social scientists to develop a comprehensive scale to properly measure patron
satisfaction by explicitly focusing on issues such as the waiting experience, changes to security
processes, randomization, and impact of staff attitudes on overall satisfaction.
The availability of a comprehensive scale would not only help empirical social scientists but also
provide practical value to venue owners in understanding the impact of different security processes
on patron satisfaction and enabling them to manage patron expectations and security processes
more effectively.
More broadly, we call for the use of principles of marketing in an area where it has not previously
been applied but where it is badly needed. For example, the potential of randomized security
processes in addition to, or perhaps as a substitute for, existing security processes is currently being
explored by leading teams of researchers. While randomization is highly beneficial for improving
safety, some randomized procedures might generate extremely negative reactions from the patrons.
For example, perceived unfairness is one of the most common problems faced by security teams
when conducting security screening. The marketing literature strongly suggests that perceived
unfairness (which could likely arise when patrons confuse a randomized process with ethnic or
other profiling) can diminish patron/customer satisfaction (Seiders and Berry 1998; Katz et al.
1991; Sindhav et al. 2006; Goodwin and Ross 1992).
Marketing literature also suggests that the way information and related stimuli are presented can
significantly influence consumer perceptions (Bitner et al. 1990; Smith et al. 1999). Security
screening is not a pleasant experience for most consumers. While very worthwhile, educating
patrons about the importance of security procedures represents a costly proposition. On the other
hand, marketing incentives can be used to reframe how randomized screening is perceived,
shifting sentiment from a negative one associated with loss of time, hassle, and privacy issues, to
a positive sentiment associated with luck, lottery, winning, potential gains and economic savings.
Overall, the joint exploration of randomization and marketing incentives appear to be
particularly promising to reframe the perception of security processes.
Under certain conditions, reframing of randomization would provide clear patron benefits and aid
security processes to not only reduce average waiting time but also increase both patron
satisfaction and the net profits of venue owners. Consistent with effectuation theory (Sarasvathy
2001), randomized incentive programs can primarily utilize existing means of an organization i.e.,
they can be integrated to existing operations, do not require significant resources, and they can be
cash-flow positive in weeks (Uslay and Ulu 2017).
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